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Abstract— In this paper, we describe an architecture for the
Host Identify Protocol (HIP) to automatically manage the path
to be used between two hosts for a given traffic flow. Different
simultaneous flows between the two hosts can take different paths.
The architecture is based on and extends the Simultaneous Multiaccess (SIMA) HIP extension and the Interactive Connectivity
Establishment (ICE) framework. A key property of the policybased path management proposed in this paper is that it includes
NAT (Network Address Translation) traversal functionality.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [1] provides hosts with
an integrated security, mobility, and multihoming solution.
As originally specified, all traffic between two given HIP
hosts was sent over the same IPsec-protected network path.
This represented a problem because traffic can consist of
different flows with different requirements. Flows with different requirements may be better transported using different
paths. Additionally, HIP did not originally include any NAT
traversal mechanism. The lack of such a mechanism made
HIP’s deployment challenging.
In our previous work, we designed extensions to resolve
both of the previous issues in HIP’s original design. However,
both extensions were not designed to work together and, thus,
it was not possible to take advantage of both simultaneously.
Additionally, the fact that they required manual input and
knowledge of the characteristics of the network from users or
applications made them inconvenient to use by regular users.
In this paper, we propose an architecture that extends and
combines both extensions so that users and applications can
take advantage of both simultaneously in an automatic fashion.
This architecture allows HIP hosts to automatically choose the
most appropriate path for any particular flow based on a given
policy at any given time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II and Section III provide background information on HIP
and ICE, respectively. Section IV describes our previous work
in this area. Section V discusses the issues our architecture
aims to resolve. Section VI presents our proposed architecture
for automatic flow-specific multi-path management in HIP.
Section VII describes our implementation experience. Section VIII contains the conclusions of the paper.

II. BACKGROUND ON HIP
The current TCP/IP model uses the IP address of a host both
as its locator and identifier: the address is needed to route and
forward the packets to the right destination in the network,
but the address also names the host’s networking interface.
This dual role of IP addresses presents problems especially
for mobile and multi-homed hosts.
A mobile host may change its point of attachment in the
network while being used for network communications. A
multi-homed host has multiple network interfaces, which it
can use either simultaneously or one at a time. Different
network interfaces have different IP addresses. Also, even a
stationary host with a single network interface may end up
using different IP addresses due to dynamic configuration. In
all of these cases, the IP address of the host will change even
though the host that is connected to the network remains the
same. Traditionally, transport layer connections are bound to
an IP address of the host and, if the address changes, the
connection does not survive. Therefore, dynamically changing
IP addresses are a problem for the hosts.
Even if the transport layer connections survived from a
change of IP address, there are security problems with multihoming and mobility. Since there must be a way to change
the IP address where the traffic is delivered, a malicious host
can try to pretend to be the rightful owner of the traffic and
divert the traffic to itself for inspection or for performing a
man-in-the-middle attack. Similarly, an attacker can try divert
the traffic to a victim host which will receive unsolicited traffic
resulting in Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack.
HIP aims to resolve these problems by inserting a new
host identity layer and namespace between the transport and
internetworking layers of the IP stack as depicted in Figure 1.
Instead of using the IP address as the identifier for the host,
with HIP, the identifier is the public key of an asymmetric
cryptographic key pair. Also, instead of binding connections
to the IP address, transport layer protocols can now bind to a
presentation of the host identifier: Host Identity Tag (HIT). The
host identifier can remain the same regardless of the IP address
that is currently used for it. Because the binding between the
host identity and the IP address is not fixed, the IP address
can change without breaking the transport layer connections.
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Fig. 1.

Identifiers in different layers of TCP/IP stack with HIP

With this solution, mobility and multi-homing can be handled in a more natural way since multiple IP address can
be bound to a host identifier and the underlying IP address
can be changed dynamically. Also, because the host identifier
is an asymmetric cryptographic key, the host can prove that
it is allowed to use the identifier with the private key. This
solves the problem with malicious hosts trying to change the
destination of the traffic.
During the connection set up phase HIP hosts prove their
identity using the asymmetric cryptographic keys but they also
perform a Diffie Hellman key exchange that allows them to
derive symmetric keys and use them to set up an IPsec secured
connection. IPsec Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) [2]
provides confidentiality and integrity protection for all the
traffic that is exchanged between the hosts.
III. BACKGROUND ON ICE
Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) [3] is a protocol for traversing NATs. ICE was originally designed as a NAT
traversal solution for sessions established using the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP). Nevertheless, ICE is also applicable
to other session oriented protocols that need connectivity in
NATed networks [4] [5].
The main idea of ICE is quite simple: when a host wants to
communicate with another host, it gathers a set of addresses
and ports where the host thinks it might be reachable on. These
address-port pairs, called candidates, are communicated to the
other host using a signaling protocol like SIP. When the other
host is informed about the incoming connection attempt, it also
gathers a set of candidates, announces them to the first host,
and then both hosts send connectivity checks to each others’
candidates. When these connectivity checks succeed on some
of the candidate pairs, those pairs are marked as working. After
the checks, the candidate pair that had successful checks and
has the highest priority is selected and further communication
can use the path between those addresses.
The local addresses and ports that are gathered can be from
the physical network interfaces such as Ethernet or WiFi or

from virtual interfaces such as Virtual Private Network (VPN)
tunnels. These local candidates are called host candidates.
If some of the host’s network interfaces are behind a NAT,
hosts on the other side of the NAT see the NAT’s address
when communicating with the host. ICE uses the Session
Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) protocol [6] to determine
the addresses and ports hosts in the globally routable Internet
see. This is done by sending requests from all the interfaces
to a STUN server that is known to be on the other side
of the NATs (if there are any), asking for the address the
STUN server sees the request coming from. This query, called
Binding Request, also creates address translation bindings in
the NATs that are on the path. The STUN server replies using
the same path and the requesting node learns the addresses
and ports the NATs allocated to it. Candidates that are learned
this way from an external server are called server reflexive
candidates.
Some NATs do not allow a reply to come from a different
address and/or port than where the request was sent to. This
is called address (and port)-dependent filtering [7]. If the host
that is doing the address gathering is behind such a NAT, only
the STUN server can use the return path that is discovered
using the Binding Request and packets from all other source
addresses (and ports) are dropped. This means that the address
allocated by the NAT cannot be used to communicate with
the remote host. In cases like this, a relay is needed. Traversal
Using Relays around NAT (TURN) [8], which is an extension
to STUN, can be used to obtain relayed addresses from a
TURN server. If the TURN server is reachable from both of
the hosts, they can communicate using it even if the NATs
prevent direct communication. These relayed candidates are
also announced to the other party for the connectivity checks.
Before announcing the candidates, they are locally prioritized. The simple prioritization algorithm works in a way that
similar candidates get similar priorities and candidates containing less hops (i.e., less NATs and/or relays) are preferred (i.e.,
host candidates are preferred to reflexive candidates, which are
preferred to relayed candidates). Within those limits the hosts
can substantially effect the priorities using local policies. After
prioritization, the candidates are coded in a way that is suitable
for the signaling protocol and they are sent to the other host.
When both hosts have exchanged their prioritized candidates,
the priorities of the local candidates are combined with the
priorities of the remote candidates and a checklist is formed
with higher priority candidate pairs on top of the list.
Connectivity checks are done sequentially in the order the
candidate pairs are in the checklist. STUN messages are sent
between the candidates and if a request-response exchange
succeeds, a working candidate pair has been found. It is
possible, and even fairly common, that multiple working paths
are discovered during the connectivity tests but only the one
with the highest priority is selected for use.
IV. P REVIOUS W ORK
Our previous work focused on extending HIP in order to address two important issues. Section IV-A describes our work to
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allow HIP to use different accesses simultaneously. Section IVB describes our work to add NAT traversal capabilities to HIP.
Section V describes the issues we faced after having extended
HIP in those ways. These issues were the motivation to start
the work that is described in Section VI.
A. Simultaneous Multiaccess for HIP
As originally specified, HIP supported basic multihoming
capabilities. A HIP host with two IP addresses on two different
interfaces could use any of those IP addresses to communicate
with another host. However, the host had to use a single IP
address at a given time. That is, all traffic between both hosts
followed the same path. When the path changed (e.g., because
the host starts using the IP address on the other network
interface), all traffic was routed to the new path.
We proposed an extension to provide HIP with more advanced multihoming capabilities. The Simultaneous Multiaccess (SIMA) extension, which is described in [9], allows a HIP
host to use multiple accesses simultaneously. In that way, a
host on the move could use, for example, a hotspot-based WiFi
access to download a file whenever the network was available
and a ubiquitous cellular access for a video conference.
B. NAT Traversal for HIP
HIP’s original design did not include NAT traversal capabilities. However, most network deployments at present
implement some type of NAT functionality. Therefore, it was
essential for HIP to be able to traverse NATs. We extended
HIP to include an ICE-based NAT traversal solution, which is
specified in [5].
Having a NAT traversal solution that is based on ICE has the
advantage that HIP hosts can use already deployed STUN and
TURN servers on the Internet. Most of these servers have been
deployed to facilitate NAT traversal for multimedia SIP-based
applications but can be now used by HIP hosts implementing
the NAT traversal extension.
This NAT traversal extension is especially important in
peer-to-peer environments where HIP nodes form overlays
[10]. In these environments, it is not uncommon for two
communicating hosts to be both behind a NAT. Such hosts
can use STUN and TURN servers that are deployed as part of
the network infrastructure (as discussed earlier) or have a set
of the nodes forming the overlay acting as STUN or TURN
servers.
V. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
The extensions described in Sections IV-A and IV-B addressed two important issues in HIP’s original design. However, there remained more issues to be addressed in future
extensions.
The SIMA extension explicitly takes into account multiple
accesses but not multiple paths in general. When ICE is used,
a host can find multiple working paths for a given access and
the SIMA extension would benefit from being able to handle
all of them.
Users or applications making use of the SIMA extension
need to manually configure the mapping between flows and
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Fig. 2.
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accesses. For example, a user needs to manually configure
SIMA to route file transfer traffic through a WiFi access instead of though a cellular one because the user knows that the
particular WiFi access has more bandwidth than the particular
cellular access. In an ideal situation, the user, or application,
would only need to specify a high-bandwidth policy for the
file transfer traffic. The system would automatically take care
of discovering the characteristics of each access and routing
the traffic to the most appropriate one. Additionally, if the
situation changes (e.g., the WiFi access gets saturated and
its characteristics get worse), the system should automatically
choose a new access. Of course, the system should not only
consider accesses but paths in general. That is, the system
should choose the path whose characteristics are closest to
the ones required by the user or application.
As discussed previously, ICE provides additional paths because it can find multiple paths using a given access. However,
ICE implementations typically focus on connectivity and just
check paths to see if they work. They typically pick the first
one that works an start using it for exchanging traffic. After
that, the host focuses on keeping that single connection up.
In order to take advantage of SIMA, the host needs to be
able to continuously be aware of the current characteristics of
the multiple paths available and use those paths that are most
appropriate for the current traffic flows.
The architecture described in Section VI addresses the issues discussed in this section. Note that these issues are related
but are not the same as the ones addressed by the so called
multi-path TCP work [11], which aims to simultaneously use
all paths available between two hosts for a TCP connection.
VI. P ROPOSED A RCHITECTURE
Figure 2 shows the architecture we propose to resolve the
issues described in Section V. The architecture consists of
three modules: the policy module, the ICE module, and the
SIMA module.
A. Policy Module
The policy module takes care of getting input from the user
or application on the preferences for different traffic flows. For
example, a flow consisting of real-time traffic may need to use
the lowest-delay path at any given time while a flow consisting
of a file transfer may need to use the highest-throughput path.
Users can also provide the policy module with information
about network interfaces that cannot be obtained otherwise
such as the cost of usage. For example, a user can inform the
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policy module that charging in WiFi access is based on a flat
rate while using the cellular access costs a given amount of
money per megabyte.
The policy module obtains further information about different available paths from the ICE module, which is described in
Section VI-B. The ICE module measures path features such
as currently available bandwidth and delay and informs the
policy module. Depending on the preferences given to the
policy module, the policy module instructs the ICE module to
measure certain features. For example, if the policy module has
not gotten any bandwidth-related preferences, it will instruct
the ICE module not to do any bandwidth measurements.
With all the information about the available paths and the
preferences from the user or application, the policy module
decides which path should be used for which flow. Once
this decision is made, the policy module instructs the SIMA
module to route traffic flows accordingly.
Simple policies such as “this traffic flow needs to use the
lowest-delay path” are often good-enough for users. However,
more complex policies allow the policy module to make
better decisions. In our system users or applications providing
the policy module with a more complex policy can give
a maximum vmax or minimum vmin acceptable value and
another value vok that describes what is “enough” for each
of the measured path features that are relevant for the stream.
Whether to use a maximum or minimum limit depends on the
type of the feature: for example, delay would have a maximum
acceptable value whereas bandwidth would be limited by the
smallest acceptable value. If the path’s value vp is worse than
the maximum or minimal acceptable value, the path is not
taken into account as an option. Otherwise, the path’s value’s
normalized difference d is calculated according to equation 1
(for the values which have an upper limit) or 2 (for the values
which have a lower limit).
⎧
⎨0
if vp < vok ;
(1)
v − vok
d=
⎩ p
otherwise.
vmax − vok
⎧
⎨0
if vp > vok ;
d=
(2)
vok − vp
⎩
otherwise.
vok − vmin

All the features are also paired with a significance coefficient ki which can be used to adjust the importance of each
of the features. The value of ki should be in the range of
[0, 1] where 1 denotes high importance, values close to zero a
low importance, and a zero value means that the feature is not
relevant. Finally, the error E is calculated from the normalized
difference values di using the equation 3.
q
E = k1 d21 + k2 d22 + k3 d23 + . . .
(3)
The path that minimizes E is selected to be used for
each stream. This way the path that has the closest match to
the stream’s preferences, taking all the relevant features into
account, will be used.

B. ICE Module
A typical ICE module used only for NAT traversal normally
selects the first path where it can run a successful connectivity
check. In many situations, a path selected in that way is not
the best path for a given traffic flow. We have enhanced the
ICE module so that in addition to running connectivity checks
on different paths, it also measures various features from
those paths. The path features that are measured are the ones
indicated by the policy module, as described in Section VIA. The fact that the same messages used by ICE to perform
connectivity checks and to keep NAT binding updates alive
can also be used to measure certain path features (e.g., the
roundtrip delay) saves time and bandwidth.
Features of the different paths can be extracted in multiple
ways and one of our goals is to do this as automatically as
feasible. Interesting path features include bandwidth, delay,
jitter, reliability, and cost. Initial estimates of the delay can
already be made based on the connectivity tests that ICE
performs. Because connectivity tests include a request-reply
transaction, calculating Round-Trip Time (RTT) estimates is
straightforward. Similar transactions are performed on all the
paths that work in order to calculate the jitter and to have more
reliable estimate for the RTT. These transactions also help
keep NAT bindings alive. Probing end-to-end methodologies
such as PathMon [12] can also be used to measure available
bandwidth and to get more accurate estimates of the round-trip
time and jitter.
The reliability of the path can also be estimated based on
initial and subsequent connectivity checks. The amount of
connectivity checks lost provides an estimate for the packet
loss in the path. Similarly, if some path bandwidth probing
methodology is used, lost probe messages before congestion
occurs may indicate high packet loss on the path. Also,
by checking if the ECN [13] bit is set in some incoming
connectivity check or probing packets, some insight can be
gained into the congestion situation on the path.
While a typical ICE module decides which path will be
used, our enhanced ICE module does not make that decision
itself. Instead, if provides the policy module with all the
necessary information for the policy module to make the
decision, as described in Section VI-A.
C. SIMA Module
When the policy module decides which path should be used
for each traffic flow, it instructs the SIMA module about the
flow-path mapping to be used. The SIMA module executes
the decisions made by the policy module as described in [9].
VII. I MPLEMENTATION
We have evaluated the ideas proposed in previous sections
by implementing both ICE and PathMon based path characteristics measurements and testing what kind of path selections
our algorithm makes for different access, path, and traffic
types.
Our basic HIP implementation [14] consists of approximately 25,000 lines of C code and can run on Linux and
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In our test scenario we had two data flows, one for data
and another for control signaling. We specified the requirements for the traffic as shown in Table II. To take also path
availability into account, we defined the availability metric
value (in range of [0, 1]) as 0.7 for E-H path, 0.6 for all paths
with a relay, and 0.9 for the highly likely available C-H path.
For the sake of simplicity, all values had equal significance
coefficients with value 1.

Fig. 3.

TABLE II
E XAMPLE REQUIREMENTS FOR TWO TRAFFIC TYPES

Discovered paths between two HIP hosts

FreeBSD platforms. The implementation runs as a user space
daemon and it uses the PF KEY [15] socket to control the
IPsec policies and security associations. The extensions to
implement the architecture described in this paper in a proofof-concept prototype consist of approximately 11,000 lines of
C code: the SIMA extensions including the policy module take
roughly 2,000, our ICE implementation 8,000, and our STUNbased implementation of the PathMon bandwidth probing
methodology around 1,000 lines of code.
A. Example Scenario
As an example, we connected a HIP host with two accesses
(Ethernet and 3G cellular) with a remote HIP host with just
one access (Ethernet). Our ICE module found five working
paths1 that could be used to communicate with the remote
host. The paths are shown in Figure 3. Table I shows the
measured characteristics for those paths. The remote HIP host
was not behind a NAT so it has two working candidates: host
(H) and relayed (R). The local HIP host’s Ethernet access (E)
was behind a NAT, but the cellular (C) was not. So, the host
had a server reflexive candidate from E and a host candidate
from C. Also, the local HIP host had a relayed (R) candidate
from the Ethernet access. Both HIP hosts were located in
Finland, the remote host’s relay was located in East Europe
and local host’s relay in South America (and thus connections
through it have considerably long measured RTT). This setting
represents two roaming hosts in Finland, one from East Europe
and one from South America, both of which use their home
relays. The setting can also represent two hosts in an overlay
that get relay services from other peers in the overlay. The
RTT measurements were based on the ICE transactions and
confirmed by the PathMon transactions. Jitter and bandwidth
measurements were based on PathMon probing results.
TABLE I
M EASURED CHARACTERISTICS FOR DIFFERENT PATHS
Path (local-remote)
RTT (ms)
Jitter (ms)
Bandwidth (Mbps)

E-H
13
0.1
10.80

E-R
95
0.2
10.56

R-H
462
0.7
7.68

R-R
526
0.5
6.96

C-H
115
8.0
0.32

1 Also paths from cellular access via relays were found but for the sake of
simplicity they are excluded from the analysis

Control
Data

Bandwidth min / OK
0.1 / 0.4 (Mbps)
0.5 / 2.0 (Mbps)

RTT max / OK
200 / 100 (ms)
500 / 20 (ms)

Availability min / OK
0.6 / 0.9
0.3 / 0.9

Table III shows the error values that resulted from using
formula 3 with the requirements in Table II and the path values
in Table I. The R-H path does not have a value for control
traffic since its RTT was too high. Similarly, the RTT of the
R-R path was too high for both data flows and the C-H path’s
bandwidth was too low for data traffic. From the remaining
values we see that C-H and the E-H paths were the best choices
for control and data traffic respectively. Hence, in this scenario,
the policy module instructed the SIMA module to route control
traffic without a relay via the cellular interface and data traffic
via the Ethernet interface.
TABLE III
E RROR VALUES FOR DIFFERENT PATHS
Path
Error (control)
Error (data)

E-H
0.67
0.33

E-R
1.00
0.52

R-H
1.05

R-R
-

C-H
0.31
-

When we used a typical ICE implementation for path selection instead of our enhanced implementation, the results were
different. The typical ICE implementation always preferred the
only host-host candidate pair (C-H) over the other candidate
pairs. While this was a good choice for the control traffic, the
C-H path was not suitable for the data traffic because of its
high latency and low bandwidth.
This example shows how the ability to use different paths
for different traffic flows, to discover all available paths to and
from the remote host, and to measure the characteristics of all
those paths allowed our implementation (which follows the
architecture proposed in this paper) to use the network in a
better way.
B. Learnings from Implementing PathMon
From implementing the PathMon bandwidth determining
methodology we learned that the basic algorithm proposed
in [12] is often not sufficiently reliable in measurements done
over the Internet. For example, high variations in jitter over
time often resulted in incorrect estimations of the available
bandwidth. Instead, averaging delay-difference values over
a few samples and focusing on the delay-difference trend,
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instead of on single values, gave fairly consistent and accurate
estimates on the Ethernet access.
Cellular accesses turned out to be even harder to measure
because of the rate adaptation 3G cellular network performs
depending on the amount of traffic offered on the link. By
using longer probing times and larger amount of packets, we
were still able to get a rough estimate of the bandwidth that
was used as input for the SIMA path selection algorithm.
Also, the PathMon probing results get much more inconsistent when the Ethernet access is placed behind a consumer
grade NAT device2 . Sometimes the NAT increased the delay
of some packets up to milliseconds and that affects heavily the
PathMon algorithm when trying to measure a high bandwidth
link. Also in this case averaging values over multiple measurements, while slightly slowing down the selection of the path,
helped getting usable estimates of the available bandwidth. We
used all these enhancements in the experiments described in
Section VII-A.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed an architecture to manage
the paths taken by multiple simultaneous traffic flows between
two hosts using HIP. In order to choose the most appropriate
path for a traffic flow at any given point, it is necessary to
measure the characteristics of the available paths and compare
them with the policy for the traffic flow.
Instead of designing a system to find available paths and
measure path characteristics from scratch, we combine path
measurements with the ICE-based NAT traversal procedures.
This combination allows our architecture to get better results
and make a more efficient use of network resources. ICE is
able to find more available paths than previously-proposed
simultaneous access solutions. We also reuse the traffic sent
by ICE to keep NAT bindings alive in order to perform
measurements such as round trip times.
Once our policy module obtains the characteristics of all
available paths, it chooses the path that minimizes the distance
between the characteristics required for the traffic flow and the
characteristics of the path.
This architecture is especially useful for HIP hosts exchanging different types of traffic simultaneously because
each traffic flow can be treated differently. For example, two
multimedia applications running at two HIP hosts can handle
signaling, video, voice, instant-messaging, and file transfers.
Using the architecture proposed in this paper, each traffic flow
uses the most appropriate path for its needs.

2 We

used a D-Link DIR-635 wireless router

We have implemented the architecture proposed in this
paper in a proof-of-concept prototype. Our implementation
includes HIP, policy handling, ICE, SIMA control, and PathMon. We implemented an enhanced version of the PathMon
methodology for situations where knowing the available bandwidth is important. PathMon provides more accurate RTT and
jitter estimates at the expense of a higher bandwidth usage. We
also identified shortcomings in PathMon algorithm for Internet
environments and proposed enhancements to overcome those
shortcomings.
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